11000 BC

WATER
AS
LIFE

WATER

Terrain

FOOD

FOOD

CONSTRUCTION

AIR HANDLING
Nomads spend most of their time
outdoors so proper clothing is often
of greater importance than the
effectiveness of the shelter.

By their very nature, portable
dwellings of tribal communities
do not leave lasting imprints
on their environment.

CONDITIONING
Climatization of
FOR
the human body
SURVIVAL

COMMUNICATION

FINANCE

SOCIAL

SPATIAL

IDENTITY

Economy

ENERGY
The home is powered by
FROM
natural materials
COMBUSTION

BC
6000

The Inuit use oil lamps fuelled by
seal blubber to heat space.

The harnessing of energy from ﬁre and oil, in
the form of heat and light, was a monumental
change that allowed for the home to be
heated and the food to be cooked.

are used to transport
building materials.

Dwellings are not
used for more than
a few days.

COMMUNICATION
AS
TRADITION

COMMUNICATION

System patterns
in housing.
Institute
without Boundaries
2006 - 2007

Culture

The “dome” is the
predominant dwelling
shape.

Property is mainly applicable
to belongings in the form of
clothing and tools.

Communal
property

Key developments include symbols,
cave paintings and petroglyphs
that led to identification, rituals
and Tolkappiyam, believed to be
first language.

Primitive huts by tribal communities have no
privacy and no division or specialization of space.

Pre-urban indigenous housing is a
response to cultural and physical
forces particular to socioeconomic
and physical environment.

HOUSE
AS
REFUGE
House represents
local conditions

Hunter / gatherer
Hut / cave house

COMMUNITY
Social unit
AS
is tribe
CLANS
The social organization of semi-nomads is that of a tribal
community, a group of people united by ties of descent from a
common ancestor, a community of customs and traditions.

Dwellings are divided
into sleeping and cooking
areas. The generic
groundplan is circular.

FOR
Space is
TRANSIENCE
enclosed

The look of the shelter is determined by its
environmental context. Local materials blend
the house into the landscape.

Periodic movement
of dwelling

Tribal societies are characterized by
widespread cohesion and some political
organization. The usual household in
pastoral tribes
includes two or
more couples
and their
children.

Early bands have no real leadership or hierarchy

IDENTITY

Semi-nomadic tribes that
herd animals travel
according to rain and the
availability of pasture.

Nomadic and settled communities
mobilize animals between areas for
breeding and raising livestock.

COMMUNITY
AS
Social unit
NECESSITY
is band

Hunter-gatherers live in
small groups of associated and no real sense of possession or property.
families called a ‘band’.
There is no division of labour and
SPACE
decisions are made jointly.

SPATIAL

MOBILIZE
TO
DWELL

Knowledge is
passed on

Language is used to pass
skills and knowledge needed
for survival.

300 BC

CONSTRUCTION
AS
PROCESSED
MATERIALS
2500 BC

Rome - The Cloaca Maxima
sewer is completed.

510 BC

1000 BC
Invasion of southern parts of Europe by German
invaders bring the heavy-wheeled plow which, along
with European farmers’ adoption of triennial field
rotation, increases crop yields by at least a third.
Athens - Waste is carried away
to municipal dumps at least a
mile outsided the city gates.

SPACE
FOR
All space
COMMUNITY is communal

Single room huts are clustered
around a central court by seminomadic people. Work and live
occur in several spaces.

HOUSE
AS
House represents
COMMUNITY
unity
Several families are sheltered in larger communal
houses or in clusters of smaller individual units.
Tribal and pastoral communities
have several dwelling types
according to seasons.

Early settlements, tribal communities
Portable, lightweight house

Domesticated land provokes a sense of private ownership.

Movement towards a
cluster of dwellings

Knowledge is
coded

CONSTRUCTION
Urbanization and
AS
stratiﬁcation shape
MASS
construction

Home and land are acquired
through family lineage.

OWNERSHIP
THROUGH Property is
EXCHANGE
traded

Through the use of carrier pigeons, the Pharaoh can
send messages throughout his territory, giving
him access and greater control over large
areas. This allowed his words, directions
and judgment to be mobile.

Urban cities create an infrastructure of roads that
Roman Empire-Road
System maintains both
serve to connect people socially.
the stability and expansion
of the Empire by means of carrying
materials, governance and rule from
COMMUNICATION
one location to another.
AS

MOBILITY

COMMUNITY
AS
Social unit
CITIZENSHIP
is the city

The storage of cultivated food supplies allows greater numbers of people
to live in a given area which,
in turn, leads to a greater
concentration of dwellings,
sometimes clustered into
villages.

Different permanent dwelling prototypes
emerge as a result of variables such as
building materials, climate, topography,
crop circulation and cultural heritage.

Rise of Early Civilizations in China, Egypt, Sumer and India
Adobe house

FOR
PRIVACY

Space is
deﬁned

Greek homes reﬁne the
division between private
and public spaces and
deﬁne their use.

For urbanized cultures, social activities develop outside the
dwelling in social gathering places like public baths or the market.
Rome - Insulae,
are multistory
tenement houses.

SPACE
FOR
EXPANSION

Space grows
vertically

Multi-storied housing blocks by the Romans extend
vertically where space is scarce.

HOUSE
AS
House represents
SANCTUARY
family
Early courtyard houses reﬂect the internal
structure of the family.

Roman Empire
Insulae / Atrium house

1530
Sugar rivals gold in
value in colonial
trading.

Construction components do not correspond to
structural logic but rather to aesthetic ideals.

Stucco is directly applied to a surface, such
1400s as brick or stone, and is used to cover less
visually appealing materials.
Contruction of the
Town Hall in Brussels,
Belgium.

Glass is used in buildings as a
material for windows. The use of
glass affects how many windows could
be placed in the home.
Windmills are mentioned in a Papal Bull. Because
wind was “from God,” it required the permission of
the church to erect a windmill.

OWNERSHIP
THROUGH Protection
SERVICE
for property

Islamic cities - Residential sectors are
altered into precincts, called
mahalahs, that perform important
functions in the areas of social
control, socialization, and
mutual assistance. Rich and poor
intermingle and form self-sufficient
neighborhoods.

FOOD
AS
farm for
INDUSTRY Few
the many

1820

1840

1860

1875

1900
1885

1910

1920

Berlin’s first central waterworks and
transmission system is constructed.

WATER
AS
SERVICE

1930

Water as a delivery
and treatment
system

1950

The Aswan High

1960s

Kuwait begins using seawater
desalination technology..

WATER
AS
IMPORT

1970

1960 Dam in Egypt

1970

is completed,
forming the world’s
third-largest water
reservoir.

Water is
redirected and
transported

1980

1990

Vittel revolutionizes the
water market by launching
the first plastic bottle.

1968

WATER
AS
Water becomes
COMMODITY
a product

FOOD
AS
Food becomes
CONSUMPTION
abundant

2000

2002

2004

Vassals are given
protection but have no
ownership of the property
they farm.
Trade along the Silk Road

The Medieval family is a very
Especially in Eastern cultures, neighborhoods and
open unit that includes workers as
streetscapes serve as social grounds for
well as blood-relatives.
families with different status and similar interests.

SPACE
Space adapts
FOR
to seasons
COSMOLOGY

SPACE
Space unites
FOR
and
PRODUCTION labour
family

Courtyard homes by Eastern civilizations Family, workers and animals in Western
European
cultures all reside under
have multifunctional spaces and use
one roof.
depends on season or time of day.

House
represents
paradise

HOUSE
AS
DEFENCE

House
represents
security

In Western European cultures, during
the feudal era, the house protects
against hostile invasions.

Age of the East
Japanese, Chinese, Middle East courtyard house

Middle Ages
Feudal house

1700s

the development of capital and
foreign exchange markets.
The Carrack were ships the Spanish and
Portuguese used to explore the world.

COMMUNICATION
AS
is
DISSEMINATION Knowledge
widespread

Natural gas
produced from coal
is used to light
houses, as well as
streetlights.

Developers in London, UK begin
to pay attention to current
aesthetics to meet the tastes of
clients.

Industrial
Revolution

The light
bulb is
invented.

ENERGY
FROM
GRIDS

1881

Thomas Edison opens the first
electricity generating plant.

OWNERSHIP
Funded
THROUGH
property
REDISTRIBUTION

Property as
investment

Social and low income housing are subsidized through
government funded initiatives.

The acquisition of land, as well as buildings, becomes
an investment for development, leasing and selling.

MOBILIZE
TO
WORK

Conrad Hilton
starts his first
hotel.
towards
1919

1889
The Orient
Express reaches
from France to
Turkey.

Movement towards
factories

The first printed newspaper
or closer to work. Urban homes become disconnected from the countryside.
was published.
The application of steam power to the printing process supported
1605
a massive expansion of newspaper and book
1896
COMMUNICATION
publishing, reinforcing rising literacy.
Throughout the 1600s and 1700s, libraries
AS
surged in popularity and grew as
The
telephone
is
Knowledge is
universities developed.
EDUCATION
invented.

institutionalized

Libraries, public schools and
newpapers create infrastructures for
public education.

1750s
Publication of the Encyclopédie,
the “bible” of the Enlightenment,
begins in France.

WATER
AS
RIGHT Access to
clean water

The UN deems
access to clean
water as a human
right in the 2002
Millenium Goals.

towards a house that provides clean water . . .

towards a house that grows my food . . .

1750

W-Europe - In cities, the home and workspace becomes
separate in wealthy
families during the
SPACE
Renaissance.
FOR

FACTORY

The city becomes,
compartmentalized into
residential, commercial,
recreational and
industrial areas.

CONTEMPLATION Space reﬂects
ideals

Houses are placed in nature for the
pure reason of leisure.

the worker’s union

Workers seek to win improved conditions and wages
through labor unions. Large companies start building
commuities for their workers, close to the factory.

SPACE
FOR
SPECIALIZATION

Space is
divided

Separated rooms with speciﬁc functions,
are serviced by a central corridor.
Single zone uses replaced
efficient and balanced mixed
land use.

House represents
social position

Building codes and
to safeguard
welfare

HOUSE
AS
House represents
DORMITORY production

An emerging middle class aspires to replicate
aristocratic lifestyle, using sculptured facades to
convey social status.

Workers live in small identical houses in
cramped streets.

resulting in medium height
buildings that assure
reasonable access to light,
air and sunshine.

SPACE
FOR
JURISDICTION

with the introduction of mass
transportation, people begin to travel to
increasingly distant lands for leisure.

COMMUNICATION
AS
INTERACTION

1906
First radio broadcast.

Industrial Revolution
Workers’ house

MOBILIZE
TO
SUBURBANIZE

Movement between
home and work

A greater divide between work, amenities and
home is made possible because of the freedom
and independence offered by the automobile. The
garage becomes a part of the home.

USA - The baby boom that
followed after the war
triggered acute housing
shortage and forced many
younger families to leave the
cities for the suburbs.

Different types of styles emerge in the
Owners displayed and asserted their
architecture of houses, such as Art Nouveau, Art
personality through the uniqueness of Europe - Art Nouveau Deco and Prairie Style.
their detached homes.
reaches its apex

Colonial Era
Prairie house / Sears house

HOUSE
AS
UTILITY House represents
futuristic living

Inspired by industrial aesthetics, modern houses
reject traditional forms of ornament and strive
to be highly functional.

Interwar Era
Modernist house

CONDITIONING
Climatization through a
FOR
living envelope
RESTORATION

COMMUNITY Social unit
is the nuclear
AS
MUNICIPALITY family

HOUSE
AS
ASPIRATION

ENERGY Home is powered by small-scale
FROM
energy generators
NATURE

House represents
everyone’s dream

The large American single family house
represents opportunities in a ﬂourishing
economy to live the American dream.

Cold War Era
Suburban house

towards a house that creates energy . . .

insider trading practices
are discovered.
2001

OWNERSHIP
THROUGH Digital
property
CREATION

Movement
between
family members

MOBILIZE
TO
ATOMIZE

MOBILIZE
TO
NETWORK

As mobility allows for greater independance, distance
between family members grows with specialized
housing types for different generations.

towards a house that creates wealth . . .

Movement
between peers

COMMUNICATION
Knowledge is
AS
archived
DATABASE

Knowledge is
co-created

The internet allows for decentralized creation of content by
the masses in an aphysical gathering ground, at a global
scale. Communication frees us from the home.

Knowledge is digitized and stored.
Knowledge can create knowledge.

Information
Revolution

COMMUNITY
AS
USA - Entire suburbs have the same
Social unit
BRAND
type of homes and inhabited by
is the individual people
of the same income group.

Catered ﬂats serve individuals
according to lifestyle, offering
different services and ammenities.

Large entertainment
units demand their
own separate spaces.

1994
Florida, USA - Disney builds
Celebration, the first branded city.

No longer tied to location for social interactions, the internet has
made possible the interest-based assembly of ‘family’.

self-contained,
space and social
activities.

HOUSE
AS
NOSTALGIA

House represents
the simulation of
a lost heritage

Ostentatious penthouse
apartments as well as
pretentious detached estates
become symbols of success.

‘Off-the-shelf’ replicated housing
is nostalgic, inspired by traditional
houses of small towns and cities.

Information Age
High Rise

Globalisation
McMansion

towards a house that communicates to/for me . . .

COMMUNITY
AS
Social unit is
CHOICE
the ‘assembled family’

SPACE
FOR
Space is
ACCUMULATION
internalized

The home becomes largely
incorporating public

House
represents
success

towards a house that reduces trafﬁc and moves with you . . .

With new communication technology,
we mobilize person to person interactions
instantaneously, overcoming physical divide.

COMMUNICATION
AS
NETWORK

HOUSE
AS
PRESTIGE

towards a house that shrinks and expands . . .

towards a house that breathes and cleans the air . . .

Housess are climatized through
technological control of natural processes.

The instability of price and supply and the
increasing gravity of climate change has ellicited a
new
race for alternative renewable resources.
for Bankruptcy when

1981
The first fully
automatic mobile
phone

Greater independence fosters segregated
France - Le Corbusier
USA
monocultural neighborhoods.
introduces his five
- Abundance of
principles of architecture land, widespread
automobile ownership
New York, USA - By 1920, 391,000
1929
SPACE
SPACE
and a government
Italians live in the city.
FOR
FOR
Space grows
Space is no policy favoring
Space is
USA - Ebenezer Howard formulates three important
home-ownership
SPACE/TIME
CONVENIENCE
horizontally
planning principles for the “Garden City.”
longer static create the
shaped by codes
Traditional space arrangements are replaced by conditions for Optimal lay-outs for kitchens and
1900
room sizes are introduced
“Prairie style”
ﬂowing continuous open spaces.
unprecedented
emerged in the US 1927
bathrooms create a culture of
public health and general
expansion of suburban
Germany - The Weissenhof colony
convenience.
for occupants.
development.
project demonstrates the
principles of modernism.

House represents
style

Diminishing resources limit the amount and types of
materials used, as well as the construction process.

A new movement to stake claim on aphysical property, creating a
home that exists outside the constraints of physical location.

Television - By the 1950s TV The increased presence of television and
changed the physical and social radio allows for a centralized creation of
makeup of the home, creating an
content to be
entire room dedicated to the TV
distributed to the masses.
and redefining family interaction.
USA - In the east and midwest, great cities
Communication
binds us to the home.
arise, swelled by immigrants who enlarge the
Western Culture industrial labor force. Immigrants transformed
The general belief
America economically and socially in the late
in a better world prevails.
19th century.
To sustain people’s optimism,
COMMUNITY
governmets enact social
AS
unit is
building programs designed
ETHNICITY Social
to ease housing shortages.
shared culture

HOUSE
AS
SCULPTURE

CONSTRUCTION
Resource scarcity
AS
Resource scarcity
shapes construction
OPTIMIZATION
shapes construction

Energy trading inﬂuences the economic accessibility of
energy commodities for households. Enron files

largest source of electricity
in the United States, after coal.

Groups of immigrants ﬁnd support amongst each other in
foreign lands. Neighborhoods of shared tradition integrate their
homeland culture.
1920

HOUSE
House
AS
PORTRAIT represents
individual

Victorian Era
Victorian house

COMMUNICATION
Knowledge is
AS
invasive
BROADCASTING

Knowledge is
immediate

between 1892 to 1902.

Scientiﬁc Revolution
Tudor house

Low density suburban
housing makes
public transport
uneconomical. Many
families need two
cars to ensure
freedom.

Economic boom in India and China has causes a
massive increase in the demand for steel and
global steel demands continue to grow.

ENERGY
Home is powered by
FROM
the stock market
TRADING

Financial institutions and housing
corporations give home buyers an
avenue into the market.

MOBILIZE Movement
foreign luxury resorts
TO
As movement becomes more convenient
TRAVEL

towards a house that produces zero waste . . .

First “Internet Thermostat” developed.

Detached suburban houses turn out to be very expensive
in infrastructure costs (policing, fire protection,
street maintenance).

OWNERSHIP
THROUGH Mortgaged
property
CREDIT

Waste
farming
Groups of plants called
‘living machines’ consume
waste for food.

Homes re-pioneer reﬁned traditional
practices through intelligent controls
and monitoring technologies.

1984
Energy is generated by nuclear power plants that
Nuclear replaces
convert energy from ﬁssion into electricity.
hydropower as the secondUSA - The post-WWII rise in income coupled with insured loan
programs enable large numbers of families to become home owners.

2001

WASTE
AS
ENERGY

CONDITIONING Hybrid climatization
FOR
through
HEALTH
a breathing envelope

ENERGY
FROM
FISSION Home is powered by
centralized nuclear power plants

Development of the telephone brings real-time long distance
communication in the home.

Workers seek to win improved
conditions and wages through
labor unions, organizations for
winning improvements by
collective bargaining Paris, France - The height
COMMUNITY
and strikes.
of Parisian apartment is
AS
limited to about 65ft,
Social unit is

London - While the upper and middle classes
in England evolve a new domestic life pattern
disassociated from making a living, the majority
of workers continue to live as they had
done during the middle ages. The workshop
of the craftsman is still an integral
part of his home.

Home and work became separate for the
new and wealthy middleclass.

1830s

The first general laws against
child labour were enacted.
Before this, Children were
expected to work.

CONDITIONING
FOR
Active climatization through
CONTROL
mechanical systems

Home is powered by
centralized electricity plants

1926
The Karl-Marx-hof, a
social housing complex
with 1382 units, is
built.

International construction organisations set
standardized measures to create a global
market for construction building products.

Homes use mechanical systems combined with a tightly closed
envelope to maximize control over cooling via air conditioning and
heating via fossil fueled furnaces.

Hydroelectric power accounts
for more than 40 percent
of the US’ supply of
electricity.
1900s

Energy is generated by centralized plants that convert fossil
fuels and water into electricity. Electricity is then mass
distributed to homes through grids.

To light and heat the
home, coal and natural gas
are exploited as controllable
and efﬁcient sources of
energy.

OWNERSHIP
THROUGH
OWNERSHIP

Technology inﬂuences the architecture of the home, creating
specialized structures that support technology and enhance
living spaces, such as kitchens, baths and living rooms.

During the postwar years, public health
is paramount. Sun orientation and
The first hydro-electric plant in the Southern
ventilation are important
Hemisphere is completed in Tasmania.
considerations.

CONDITIONING Climatization
FOR
through
SANITATION
codes

In industrialized urban areas, building
codes limit the spread of air borne
diseases by regulating the proximity
between houses and improving the
0s
187
ventilation in them.

Sears Roebuck offers houses as kits which
can be ordered by mail from a catalog.

2008

2002

FOOD
Food becomes
AS
genetically modiﬁed
INNOVATION

AS
becomes
DISTRIBUTION Food
convenient

1895

1785

England - The absence of cheap, quick
public mass transportation made it
imperative to live close to the
workspace.

The Printing Press - The first printing press was
developed in China around 105AD. In 1456, Johann
Gutenberg developed a more modernised version. Before
the printing press, only the wealthy had access to
books. After its development, the level of education
throughout the poorer classes began to rise.

Social unit is
the family business

Renaissance
European Merchant house

1824

Jobs in factories lure people away from their rural homes and into the cities

Home and work becomes separated for the
wealthy. Women lose touch with affairs
in the outside world and men, in turn,
lose touch with domestic affairs. The
basic social unit, the
family, undergoes a
COMMUNITY
profound change.

HOUSE
AS
STATUS

After the industrialization of building
components, housing can be built for
large sectors of the population.
1900s

Portland
cement is
invented.

Home is
powered by
ENERGY
fossil fuels
FROM
MECHANIZATION

Workers rent property in urban
areas to be closer to work.

Mass communication through new printing techniques
start a power shift away from elites towards the masses.
Books were brought into the home.

AS
CLASS

1840

1750s

Luca Pacioli, also known as
Friar Luca dal Borgo, is
credited for the birth of
accounting.

1500s

Foreign housing types and cultures are brought to new
regions with colonization and immigration.

Merchants and craftsmen are
free and priveleged men whose
liberty are protected by
laws. The biggest part of the
population remain serfs who
have to pay large amounts to
their lord in return
for protection.

Michael Faraday succeeds in
building the first electric motor.

1700s

The invention of accounting
changes how currency can be
The development of new, longdistance trade routes stimulates
exchanged for ownership.

MOBILIZE
Movement
TO
across oceans
COLONIZE

Now that the chemical and physical properties of materials can
be measured, formulas for increased production are generated.

Late
1700s
Count Rumford designs a fireplace with a tall, shallow
firebox that is much better at drawing the smoke up
and out of the building. Rumford’s design is the
foundation for modern fireplaces.

2006

Water scarcity threatens universal access to
clean water. Adequate water supply is
recognized as a pressing global challenge.

movement to privatize water
watersources. Areas that have limited access to
1939
changes the way
water can now import water for homes. 1953
Pre-cooked frozen
homes access water.
Swanson introduces the
foods are introduced.
FOOD
first successful TV dinner.

FOOD
for longer term storage capabilities.
AS
SCIENCE Food becomes 1881
processed and stored

1996

Ashok Gadgil,invents
an effective and
inexpensive device
for purifying water,
UV waterworks.

Mass bottling of water and

Transnational infrastructures redirect major

Systems of centralized water delivery
and treatment become commonplace
The development of the refrigerator allows in municipalities.

180 Paisley Scotland - First facility
to filter and distribute water to an
entire town. The discovery and development
of the pasteurization of food.

1940

1926
First PVC
pipe is used
in plumbing.

spurring a movement to better water
and sanitation standards for the home.

can now be used to power industry and
4 later the home.

7
179

First application of chlorine. The rate
of typhoid plummets dramatically.

1880

In the Industrial Revolution, the river is a source
London, UK - Bedford park.
of energy for the industry (kinetic energy of flowing Sanitary pipes are placed on the
water), but also serves as a highway for transport
outside walls for hygienic reasons
and commerce and provides
and ease of access
WATER
WATER for repair.
recreation for the city dwellers.
AS
AS
London, UK
Water as a
Water becomes
Cholera
ENERGY
a power source outbreak HEALTH carrier of disease
1854
Unclean water is discovered to carry disease,
Water is harnessed to generate energy and

The first cast-iron
plow is patented.

Vaporizing water into steam, as in
the steam engine, is integral in the
mechanisation of industry and the
mobilization of people and goods.

OWNERSHIP
THROUGH Property is
FINANCING
managed

COMMUNITY Social unit
COMMUNITY
AS
AS
is the
Social unit is
DIVERSITY neighborhood
GUILD
the extended family

In Eastern cultures, the dwelling looks humble
on the outside, but represent a ‘well of heaven’
on the inside.

Greece - The urban houses are unpretentious, in
keeping with a democratic dislike for display.

Greek Empire
Greek courtyard house

Trade between
China, Korea,
Japan, India,
and the Far
East

HOUSE
AS
RETREAT

The microscope is
invented allowing
for the detection
of particles in
water once thought
to be clean.

systems

In the feudal system, land is owned by a monarch,
who in exchange for homage and military service
granted its use to tenants.
This system is still apparent today.

The postal
elements from foreign cultures are
service
introduced into the home.
The Chinese
under the
road
network
Roman Empire
spans over 40,000 km.
carried the
The Roman Empire was connected by a system
mail of officials
of 85,000 km of paved roads.
throughout the Roman
road system.

Pompei - A considerable proportion of the
urban population is composed out of leisured
and cultured people of the middle class,
including wealthy merchants.

1800

Trade introduces new tastes; crops
and cooking techniques are reﬁned.

Innovations for the home are developed
that can harness energy from ﬁre, wind,
earth and sun.

MOBILIZE
Movement between
TO
cultures
TRADE

An infrastructure of roads and
trade routes facilitates the spread of
knowledge and ideas.

There are inersecting lines dividing the
Greek house: one divides it into a men’s
and a women’s section and the other into
a day and night
section.
SPACE

1100s

Trade routes are developed and new

Knowledge is
transported

1700

Late 1600s
France - The first large-scale use of cast-iron pipe for distribution of water.
A 15 mile cast-iron main is installed from Marley-on-Seina to the palace at
Versailles. The system is still in service today.
1664
Age of enlightenment - philosophers begin to debate the right
to clean water as innate right of humanity, meaning clean
Revival of water water
should be available to everyone, regardless of class.

FOOD
AS
cuisines
IDENTITY National
emerge

Houses are erected using wooden post and beam
structures. Spaces in the wooden frame are inﬁlled
with durable local materials like brick or stone.

The general acceptance of coins creates a
vehicle for property exchange.

Movement between
dwellings

1600

Changes in the social fabric calls for the creation of
The cost of food decreases because of subsidies,
The genetic engineering of foods allows for increased
1862
1837
Refrigeration and new preservatives
1770
With the development of new industrial agricultural
1849
convenience food technologies and services, e.g. TV dinners
The use of milk powder reduces
widespread use of agro-industrial techniques, new
British
control. Foods can be made resistant to pests, pesticides
Practical
allow food to be stored and transported
techniques
and
transportation
modes,
plots
became
larger
in
transportation & storage costs and does
and fast food, causing the decline of food as a ritual. Rise in factory
Agricultural
pesticides,
fertilizers
and
reduced
trade
barriers.
Mixed
chemical
and drought.
threshing
machine
Seed-planting
drill
over
longer
distances
and
time
1492
farming
not require refridgeration.
scale and more delocalized from urban regions
Revolution
1955 USA - First franshised Mcdonald’s
NYC, USA - The first Supermarket
Fortified cities maintained an
fertilizers are
is patented.
The first genetically modified crops are produced
is patented.
operations.
1930
Christopher Columbus lands in
exhibits a massive increase in agricultural productivity and net output. This in turn supports
California - First
ecological balance with their
sold commercially.
and sold.
restaurant
opens.
19
36 drive-in restaurant.
Dr. Thomas Jasperson obtains
America, encountering new foods.
unprecedented population growth, freeing up a significant percentage of the workforce, and
1992
1340
NYC, USA The aluminum can for 1970s
hinterlands; the countryside
WASTE
WASTE
WASTE
WASTE
WASTE
WASTE
Chemical
a patent for making paper
Corn is brought to Europe.
thereby helping drive the Industrial
Revolution. Fundamental changes in workforce
Waste is used
DuPont
First recycling
beverages
is
offered the produce, the city
AS
AS
AS
AS
AS
AS
Global waste
Packaging
Synthetic
Recyling
waste
from de-inked wastepaper.
Europe - Spread of
organization, crops and farming
methods are largely responsible.
patents
center
developed.
offered a marketplace.
as commodity
ECONOMY
HAZARD New methods of
RESOURCE
MUTATION
BYPRODUCT
BURDEN
economy
waste
waste
the Black Death. The
waste
nylon
90
16
1185
1551
1400
epidemic killed between
1980
1963
1916
Inexpensive synthetic materials are developed
Scavengers became a common sight, selling the
Increased consumption and globalisation creates a new
1897
industry
and
production
Waste
is
collected
and
sorted
The
growth
of
convenience
foods
increases
the
The
Rittenhouse
a third and two-thirds
1937
Dumping of
Bry Higgins is issued a
The first recorded use of packaging
Waste piles up so high outside
through new industrial manufacturing
items they found to Rag-and-bottle shops.
bring chemicals into
in recycling centres.
Polypropylene is waste economy. Awareness of waste problems increases
1904
amounts of waste from packaging.
1842
Mill, America’s first
of Europe’s population.
waste from
patent for hydraulic cement,
Paris gates that it interferes - German papermaker Andreas Bernhart
1996 as waste becomes ubiquitous. 2000
processes that decrease the need for expensive
introduced.
everyday household use.
paper mill, opens in
Styrofoam is
windows is
1960
Report links diseases to filthy environmental
Half-timber frame
otherwise known as stucco,
begins placing his paper in wrappers
with city’s defences
Thomas
Edison
forms
Chicago,
USA
ISO standards for McDonald’s announces plans to stop
Philadelphia making paper for exterior plastering use.
Cities in California
natural materials.
The first commercial synthetic
introduced.
forbidden
conditions: the “Age of Sanitation” begins.
is characteristic
labeled with his name and address.
Beginning of large-scale the Edison Portland
er
sh
Bead
molded
polystyrene
shipping
containers
from
recycled
cotton
and
wa
the
use
of
Styrofoam packaging of
are required to recycle
Cellophane
is
invented
plastic “celluloid” is
dish
in Paris,
of places where
1928
1868
Cement Co. He envisions
aluminum recycling.
1944
cups are introduced.
are established.
linen
as
well
as
used
paper.
its
food
due
to
consumer
protests.
50% of their waste.
0s
successfully
manufactured.
150
France.
Aluminum
foil
is
invented.
79
17
timber is in
using concrete to massstove
1929
By the 1970s, the majority of
The colonnaded walls of the Palazzo del Te in Italy
Bessemer Process - the first inexpensive
Mass-production of brick
good supply.
Convenience
produce housing.
CONSTRUCTION
Polystyrene is put on the market.
CONSTRUCTION
nations
were
on
the
metric
1
are
decorated
on
all
sides,
and
surfaces
are
spattered
30
5
ref
19
process
for
the
mass-production
of
rid
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
8
ger
1
CONSTRUCTION
and its transportation
ator
technologies
AS
Convention system and most that were
AS
by broken or blemished plaster called ‘sepzzato’. The
1902Standardization of screw thread forms accelerates
steel from iron. Prior to this,
Skeleton and skin
AS
AS
AS
revolutionalizes home
AS
Identity shapes
shape
MATERIAL
not had started programmes
Industrialization
shapes
oven
facades are not as symmetrical as they appear, and the
MASS
steel was far too expensive to use
building.
Scientiﬁ
c
method
shape construction
during
WWII
so
that
interchangeable
parts
can
FACADE
TECHNOLOGY
STANDARDIZATION
FRAME
construction
construction
spans between the columns are irregular.
SCIENCE
shapes construction be produced by any of the Allied countries.
construction to fully convert to the
in most applications.
PRODUCTION
shapes construction
metric system.

ENERGY
FROM The home is powered by
NATURE
harnessing the elements

The Romans issue new coins and new taxes
including a general sales tax and land tax are
introduced.

The anticipated use of a dwelling is mostly for a period
of several years. When arable land becomes depleted,
they move to another site.

WATER
AS
AWAKENING

1500

Eastern cultures mastered climatization by
The use of glass for windows allows
recreating microclimates using solar chimneys, spaces to be sealed, creating envelopes
courtyards, fountains and plants.
that keep drafts out while letting light in.

The first windmills had vertical
shafts and were built in Persia
and China.

MOBILIZE
TO
SOCIALIZE

1400

Passive
CONDITIONING climatization CONDITIONING Passive
climatization
FOR
FOR
through
through glazed
SEASONS
LIGHT
courtyards
windows

The Romans use a floor system called a
hypocaust to circulate warm air through
public bath houses and private homes.

is family

Ur. The essential features of
the Ur house survived a lifespan of over 6000 years. The house is insulated
against the bustle of the street and protected against a fierce climate. These
characteristics were a central open court, a privacy wall at the entrance and
family accomodation to the furthest distance from the entry point.

A treatise on Alegbra is written
by the Persian mathematician
Muhammad ibn Musa al-khwarizmi.

Eastern architecture is rooted in a profound
understanding of algebra.

Floors heated by underground furnaces
and mass walls heated by the sun make
the home more adaptable to changes in
temperature during different seasons.

Fertile crescent - The Sumerian civilization developed
the earliest forms of writing and mathematics.
Advanced food production is accompanied by full time division
of labour. Those not needed for food production
specialize in other tasks. There is a weakening of the
social structure based on kinship and a strenghtening of
ties along occupational
COMMUNITY lines and differentiation
AS
Social unit of wealth.

ANCESTRY

WASTE
Waste is used
AS
as fertilizer
FODDER

Active
CONDITIONING climatization
through
FOR
radiant heating
COMFORT

In classical Greek cities, the
most important means of acquiring
wealth and property is the transfer
of property from one
OWNERSHIP
generation to
the next via
THROUGH Property is
inheritance or
LINEAGE
inherited
dowry.

1300

Self-sufﬁcient feudal communities produce food at a small
scale in rural areas for their lords and recieved protection
in return. Families share communal plots.

Mastery of CONSTRUCTION
AS
algebra shapes
construction MATHEMATICS

Materials, like concrete, are made from processes
that increase strength and durability.

1200

FOOD
AS
Farm for
DEFENCE protection

Organic and human waste is carried to
agricultural areas outside urban centres
to be composted.
820

1100

In the Renaissance, deteriorated or lost water and
People returning from the disastrous
sanitation practices are brought back
into the home.
Second Crusade bring back sugar, and some
Europeans begin to favor it over honey. The Spice trade emerges.

Urban areas send their waste
as “night soil” to farmers,
further increasing productivity
with more food for more people.

The Romans use
Pozzolouni cement.

The Egyptians and Cretans make their
candles from beeswax.

1000

600-900
Tang Dynasty, China - Tea from the south becomes
increasingly popular. Because tea is made from boiled
water, it is suspected to have contributed to an increase
in longevity among the Chinese people during this era.

The Mayans develop advanced hydraulic
systems for water distribution.

Rome - Larger Roman cities are
system.

Vitruvius,
“the first architect”,
writes that a structure must be
durable, useful and beautiful.

Guilds and tradesmanship emerge in
construction. Craft creates a cultural
legacy.

900

Urbanization means a second group of food
growers outside the city are responsible for food
production. As a result, market places emerge.

Laws were recorded and taxes enforced.
Only the privileged are literate.

Settled peoples exhibit a division of labor and a notion of
inherited property.
Fertile Crescent - City of

In the Roman atrium
house, a small pool called the impluvium catches
rainwater. An underground tank connected to it
stores excess rainwater for
household use.

Water is used to carry away human
waste from the home, creating a
proto-sanitation system.

CONSTRUCTION
AS
Craft shapes
CRAFT
construction

As cultures become more sedentary and efﬁcient at providing food
and water, larger permanent settlements can be sustained.

COMMUNICATION
AS
CONTROL

700

equiped with a sewage
WASTE
AS
Waste is treated
EFFLUENT with water

Heat generated from animals and human
bodies warm interior space.

OWNERSHIP
Property through
THROUGH
settlement
DOMESTICATION

500

FOOD
AS
Creation of
GOODS
a food economy

Rome - With a population of over 1
million, the Romans have to import
most of their foods and distribute
and sell it at special markets.

Mosaics enrich the floors
of Hellenistic and Roman
dwellings.

Ownership still has the simple
characteristic of communal property as
opposed to individual ownership.

300

Rome - Water is brought to
cities by aquaducts.

Urbanization creates the need for an
infrastructure to deal with waste build up.

Permanent dwellings
require more durable

100

Water is now incorporated into the architecture of the home. Waste
is dissolved in water and carried away from the home.

The home is powered by
human power

MOBILIZE
TO
URBANIZE

0

WATER
AS
and plumbing
SOLVENT Viaducts
as extensions of rivers

In permanent societies, the anticipated use of
a dwelling is for a period of years rather than
Interior climate control of permanent
several days or months. This naturally
imposes greater care dwellings is no longer designed to
Climatization through
in its construction. the criterion of survival but to
that of comfort.
human power

CONDITIONING
FOR
LUXURY

ENERGY
FROM
PEOPLE

100 BC

Pipes of lead and bronze
are used by the Greeks to
distribute water.

Human power is an integral means
of constructing, cooling, heating and
maintaining the home.

OWNERSHIP
THROUGH
MEMBERSHIP

Hunter-gatherer cultures follow
food, water and changes in seasons.

500 BC

WASTE
Creation of a
AS
waste infrastructure
NUISANCE

The roofs of
homes are
often covered
in tiles.

Slaves condition the homes of the wealthy by
moving air with hand powered fans.

Climate control becomes more sophisticated as dwellings
are oriented based on climate and made
more permanent.

MOBILIZE
TO
Continuous movement
SURVIVE
of dwelling

MOBILITY

SOCIAL

C
3000 B
Egyptians use mud mixed
with straw to bind
dried bricks.

Hunter-gatherer cultures claim
The dwelling and land was shared
land on demand.
Domesticated animals between members of the tribe.

Hunter-gatherers
feel a limited sense
of ownership over
the wild plants and
animals.

FOOD
AS
Food cultures
RITUAL
emerge

3000 BC
Knossos, Greece - First
recorded landfill

CONDITIONING
FOR
Climatization of
PERMANENCE
the dwelling

OWNERSHIP
THROUGH
CLAIMING No property

MOBILITY

1500 BC
Asians start cultivating and
harvesting soya beans..

Agricultural
Revolution

skins of Teepees provide insulation.
In summer, the outer cover is raised
to permit ventilation.

ENERGY

FINANCE

Rivers as
arteries

Local construction materials are made more materials
durable through processing.
The air between the outer and inner

In the Igloo, the dome exposes the least surface
and offers the maximunm resistance to
chilling winter winds.

People use clothing as one
method of climatization.

700 BC

Babylonia is
documented by many as
one of the first places
to mold clay into
pipes.

With the domestication of plants, communal production and preparation of
food, an indigenous skill/knowledge base is created. Every family is involved
in food production which creates ownership and connectedness.

5000 BC
Corn is
developed in
Mexico.

Early dwellings are built from local, readily usuable
materials like dirt, mud, branches and grasses.

Paleo-Indians used hot springs for
cooking, refuge and for respite.

AIRHANDLING

Pursuit
of food

CONSTRUCTION
AS
FOUND
Environment
MATERIALS
shapes construction

ENERGY

WASTE

Lentils are
cultivated in the
Middle East.

Communal
cultures have little waste,
because they create waste-reuse cycles out
of neccessity.
Dwellings
are erected in a very
short amount of time.

Hunter-gatherers constructed
primitive dwellings solely of
materials collected in the
immediate vicinity.

WATER

WATER
AS
SETTLEMENT

3000 BC
Rice is
cultivated
in India.

Nomadic groups move after exhausting resources,
leaving their waste behind them.

CONSTRUCTION

Climate

2500 BC Indus Valley Civilization First urban sanitation systems

6750 BC

WASTE
Leave waste
AS
behind
RESIDUE

1890s

1000 BC

Major civilizations emerge around rivers. Rivers bring
nourishment to the city and carry away waste.

Existence depends mainly on food
gathering and hunting.

Hunter-gatherers live
in ecological balance
with the environment,
affecting it in ways no
different than large
animals do.

and observed
how they interacted
through time

5000 BC

Major urban civilizations
emerge along the Tigris,
Indus, Nile, Hwang Ho and
Yangtze rivers.

Pursuit
of water

FOOD
AS
SUBSISITENCE

WASTE

grouped
them into
4 clusters

7000 BC

Primitive food gatherers are constantly on the
move in an endless pursuit of water.

The movements of hunter-gatherers follow
a seasonal pattern related to the
availability of food.

We deconstructed
the home into
12 systems

9000 BC

Asian agriculturalists start to use
terracing, irrigation etc. Occidental
agriculturalists start to use the plow,
add natural fertilizers and rotate crops.
3000 BC
3000 BC
2000 BC

2005

Second Life, an Internet-based virtual world
that enables users
to interact with
SPACE
each other through
FOR
Space
grows
avatars,
DEMATERIALIZATION motional
virtually
goes
mainstream.

Occupiable space now expands
into an ‘unlimited’ cyberspace.

HOUSE
AS
HOMEPAGE House representstowards
personality
Universal access to
personalized home pages
facilitate public expression
of individual interests.

Present
Digital house

towards a house that sustains social interaction . . .

towards a house that balances public and private . . .

a house that is/knows my identity . . .

Why
this
timeline?
-

The capacity to design our future is informed
by an understanding of how we have created
our past. We chose to explore the history of
housing in this first year of the World House
Project in order to understand how the human
conception of home has influenced the design
of the home through time.

How
did we
set it up?
-

The timeline is not meant to comprehensively
outline innovations in history, but rather to
identify trends in housing and to explore how
the home was influenced by the mindset and
culture of the times. The narrative of each
system we have explored is not necessarily
linear or meant to demonstrate a progressivist
viewpoint. Transformations, whether positive
or negative, pepper history. They demonstrate
instances where the philosophy of a culture
calls out for change.
Moreover, it is interesting to note that some
housing types, pioneered by some of the
earliest cultures, such as hunter-gatherer
or nomadic societies, have persisted to this
day and have remained largely unchanged.
In particular, these housing types are model
examples of sustainable, well-strategized
solutions applicable to their environment and
indicative of their culture. Our research has
helped us understand how much we have
to learn from all periods of history and all
cultures.

We have identified 12 systems that make up
home, and have researched and analysed
how these systems have changed throughout
history.

In this timeline, we looked at how different
systems, ranging from construction to identity,
have been shaping our houses. This timeline
aims to identify significant trends in each
system to tell a story of how dwelling has
changed from the dawn of man to the present.
Our capacity for design has always shaped
how we live. From the first clay pipes that
carried water into our homes, to the wood
frame walls and roofs that sheltered us, to
the way we communicate our identity through
the shape of our home, we are constantly
immersed in design and are influenced by
design in our environment and daily lives.
We approached the home as a system of
systems, striving for a holistic view of design
in housing. In this way, we investigated the
home as an entity influenced by the ebb and
flow of the time, location, purpose, form and
ideas, manifesting themselves as systems
innovations within the home.

How
do I
read it?
-

What
did we
observe?
-

The timeline can be read both vertically
and horizontally.

After setting up this historical skeleton of
horizontal evolution and vertical integration,
we observed a changing hierarchy of systems
within specific housing types. Four clusters of
three systems were understood to be closely
influencing each other over this historical
perspective. These observations allowed us
to synthesize the design process of dwelling
into four questions that summarized our
observations about the home and dwelling:

Horizontal Evolution
Each system has a narrative that can be read
across the horizontal span of the timeline, as
identified by each system’s colour.

Vertical Integration
Systems interrelate and are incorporated into
the home as a whole set.

Following a horizontal axis, we visualized a
narrative for each system that emphasizes
significant developments or trends. Systems
are heavily influenced by political and
philosophical developments at specific
points in history, then innovations respond
accordingly. The timeline reflects this
depth and complexity through its layers
and hierarchy of text and graphics. Each
narrative identifies important transitions or
transformations within the development of the
system. These are supported by facts and
examples ascertained from the research we
gathered.

Additionally, the timeline can be read vertically
to demonstrate how the systems were
integrated in the development of a specific
housing type at a point in history. We looked
at how systems interrelated vertically at
prominent eras in history and built further on
this vertical integration by clustering the tipping
points around iconic houses. When systems
within the house are viewed as a whole, they
have characteristic patterns that are almost
instantly recognizable. These integrated
patterns of systems create the characteristics
of and identity for the home.

What
did we
conclude?
-

How does my home deal with its terrain?
We saw that the earliest settlements were
mostly concerned about pursuing a sufficient
food and water supply, resulting in lightweight
structures that could easily be transported to
the nearest water source or fertile grounds.
Water, food and waste systems were primary
factors influencing these housing designs.
How does my home deal with its climate?
Once a water and food surplus could be
sustained, the attention shifted towards
building more durable and comfortable
dwellings where construction, air handling and
energy became dominant factors.

We found that developments in one system
often initiated developments or alterations
in another. The interplay between systems
creates unique ‘push and pulls’ of influence,
so that developments in one system trigger,
restrain and symbiose with others, creating
tightly intermingling clusters of systems.
Observing this, we determined that the
design of the home should recognize these
interactions and interdependencies, working
towards system integration that will capitalize
on and make apparent these relationships.
In this way systems integration will at once
be definitive of the time, as well as timeless.
This is what the iconic ‘green home’ will
embody – adaptability, scalability, usability and
sensitivity.

Towards
an online
version.
-

Though much of the timeline focuses on
housing types found in the Western World,
from a Western perspective, we felt that this
was indicative of a continuing, ever-mounting
trend to adopt a set of Western industrialized
culture and ideals. Due to widespread
communication and mobility we are amidst an
unprecedented level of action-reaction, a part
of and witness to the copy/paste phenomenon
where knowledge and ideas are spread with
uncensored fervor. With that in mind, there
is much to be learned and readopted from
homes of the past and present. We look at
the future of innovative housing design as
being a synthesis of age-old wisdom with
an appropriate use of today’s advancing
technology.

How does my home deal with its economy?
Small groups of houses started to form
villages and eventually towns. Trade between
these different settlements emerged,
and systems of exchange, like finance,
communication and mobility started to shape
housing types.
How does my home deal with its culture?
Throughout history cultures have been
continuously adapting to settings while
influencing them, as well. Culture binds and
galvanizes the systems in the home and the
philosophy of the times to create a unique
social atmosphere, spatial perception and
identity for the home.

System patterns
in housing.
World House Project
Institute without Boundaries
2006 -2007

This timeline is the culmination of one year
of student and faculty research during the
inaugural year of the World House Project.
We view this timeline as an initial proposition
and the first expression of an ongoing
evolutionary set of iterations. There is still
much to be elaborated on and discovered.
We hope to learn from and incorporate your
knowledge and ideas into our timeline, and
so we encourage you to send us comments,
suggestions and feedback about our work.
Ultimately, we envision this timeline
expanding past us and our year here at the
Institute by making it available on the web
as a collaborative and integrative knowledge
system to be enriched by the expertise
and experiences of the world. People are
encouraged to add, edit and contribute their
knowledge to the timeline. As an online tool,
this timeline can become a hub for people
from anywhere, at anytime to share, discuss
and co-create a new system patterns in
housing.

Please visit us at
www.worldhouse.ca/timeline
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